Flight Schedule (Jet Blue):
09 April  JFK-Havana
Departs JFK 9:03am
Arrives HAV 1:05pm

15 April  Havana-JFK
Departs  HAV 2:20pm
Arrives JFK 5:43pm

Itinerary

Sunday, April 9th

3:00pm  After clearing customs and immigration we will begin our trip with a panoramic tour of several city attractions such as the Plaza de la Revolucion, with its gigantic statue of Cuba’s national hero Jose Marti and the focal point for national celebrations. We will see many of the governmental buildings, and drive through several main avenues where you will appreciate the beautiful architecture of the many mansions now in various states of disrepair.

4:00pm  Check into Hotel Capri

6:00pm  Presentation by Architect Miguel Coyula at hotel Capri. This audiovisual presentation by architecture scholar Miguel Coyula provides an overview of Havana’s architectural evolution and current city master plan. Focused on crumbling housing shortage and other infrastructure challenges yields candid discussion with American visitors of impact on daily Cuban life.

8:30pm  Dinner at Doña Eutimia local paladar in Old Havana.

Monday April 10th

Breakfast at hotel
9:00-12:00  Class in the hotel's conference room.
12:00 noon  Lunch on your own in Plaza Vieja

2:00pm  Meet Architect Ayleen Robaina of city Historian’s Office for walking tour of the old city and the four plazas in the historic district. Old Havana’s historic section is a treasure trove of architectural styles spanning six centuries. The office of the city historian has embarked on a preservation and restoration project that has made it the most ambitious of its kind in Latin America. (WALKING TOUR WILL START IN PLAZA VIEJA)

8:30pm  Dinner that evening will be on your own. We will provide a list of private restaurants (paladares) for you to choose from.
Tuesday, April 11th

Breakfast at hotel
9:00-12:00  Class in hotel’s conference room.
12:00 Noon  Lunch at hotel
1:45pm  Transfer to Union de Juristas de Cuba for special lecture (Cuban Bar Association) Cuban Law students to attend
8:00pm  Dinner that evening will be on your own. We will provide a list of private restaurants (paladares) for you to choose from.

Wednesday, April 12th

Breakfast at hotel
9:00-12:00  Class in hotel’s conference room
12:30pm  Lunch at La Ferminia located in the Siboney section of Havana
2:30pm  Visit Superior Institute of Art (ISA) to watch art students at work.
4:00pm  Visit Jose Fuster’s home and studio in Jaimanitas
8:30pm  Dinner at Cafe Presidente paladar.

Thursday, April 13th

Breakfast at hotel
9:00-12:00  Class in hotel’s conference room
12:30pm  Lunch at Café Ajiaco paladar in Cojimar
3:00pm  Visit Finca Vigía, Ernest Hemmingway’s home for 20 years. Explore the 12 acre property and house that contains original furniture, artwork and personal memorabilia. Tour the premises where the Nobel prized author wrote some of his most important work.
8:00pm  Dinner that evening will be on your own. We will provide a list of private restaurants (paladares) for you to choose from.

Friday, April 14th

Breakfast at hotel
9:00-12:00  Class in hotel’s conference room
12:00pm  Lunch at hotel
1:45pm  Transfer to la Union de Juristas de Cuba for a second lecture (Cuban Bar Association) Cuban law students to attend
4:00pm  Return to hotel.
8:00pm  Farewell dinner at L’Atelier paladar in Vedado.

Saturday, April 15th

Breakfast at hotel
Free morning for last minute shopping
Check out of hotel
12:00pm  Departure for Jose Marti airport
12:30pm  Check in at Jet Blue’s counter
2:20pm  Flight departs for JFK
5:43pm  Arrival at JFK

*Due to the nature of international travel, please be advised that this schedule is subject to change.
Revised: December 12, 2016*